About Us
Over twenty years of tradition and the use of quality materials with top-notch technology
directs Adriateh to export and quality that is recognized in Europe.
Our aim in the years to come is to be recognized as a manufacturer that uses new
technologies in traditional values. Satisfaction in our business are our long-time partners
to whom we confirm their faith in business ethics.
Manufacturer’s label on each part of the machine should be emphasized that we have
produced a product of quality components in order to confirm the intended sincerity and
trust.
Quality control monitored through SGS ISO 9001-2000 certification. Design protected by
WIPO Geneve. Products harmonized with EU standards. Production is organized in two
buildings, one for processing all metal and the other for the final assembly and sale.
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Own metal processing
Own plastification, label printing, construction connections
We are responsible for every element of the production
When we say “Our product” it is really manufactured in our facilities
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Manufacturing Facility
Today in Europe there are 30 companies that offer self-service car washes,
we believe that we deserve to be at the top.
Today we are working on a lot of other innovations, stay on top is our task for the
future. A superb machine in five completely different designs.
We pride ourselves with the manufacturers of equipment and especially models of
equipment we chose, because even when others choose the same brand, weaker model
is implanted.
We point out the most famous:
CAT high pressure pumps (Japan), GRUNDFOS low pressure pump (Germany), DANFOSS
solenoid valves (Germany), SIEMENS PLC and Touch panel (Germany), SCHNEIDER
PLC and Touch panel (Germany), SCHNEIDER fuses and motor protection (Germany),
MOSMATIC rotating arms and gun holders (Switzerland), ROTEX tanks with brass outputs
(Germany), ACV water heater (Belgium), R + M Suttner pistols and bypass (Germany),
KONCAR electric motors (Croatia), DALEKOVOD hot galvanization (Croatia), LIM MONT all
panels and flat roof (Croatia).
We combine top 1500 elements and you have a machine that we know is the best.
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We deliberately leave the original manufacturers labels on all components, because we
are not ashamed of spare parts prices, in this way you can easily check them,and in this
way we respect you.
The uniqueness of our product is that the design is protected by the Intellectual Property
Department of the Croatia and WIPO in Geneva (CH), and taking into account that you
can participate in the final design (dividing barriers, colors, ...), you can be sure that
you’ve purchased a unique product.
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Self-service car wash Sferica
Simple and effective. Designed with the aim to catch the attention of potential
customers. For everything else here is cutting edge technology! Confirmed
formula for successful business.
Design is protected by WIPO Geneve (CH)
Easy to mount
Drainage of rainwater through the middle arch
Construction predominantly made of stainless steel
Static proven on a large burden of snow and wind
Extremely large thickness of material
Lexan cover with UV protection
Steel protected and colored mounts every 70cm
The lexan plate edges welded and leak proof
Final decorative skirting aluminium
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Self-service car wash Sferica
Large digits
Stainless steel buttons with a “touch” function and
changing the LED colors
Option: Screen touch panel
Special telescopic way of door opening
The number of programs on customer request
Graphics on customer request
Possibility to read coins, tokens, cards or magnetic key
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Self-service car wash Quadra
Conventional, yet different. Again we were thinking about you, in order
to provide complete comfort to your end customers. Ideal for all climates!

Hot galvanized “H” steel profiles
Token machine integrated in a stainless steel mask
Drainage integrated in each mask
All installations integrated
Large roof ending masks in different colors
Roof cover made of “sandwich” panels 40 +40 mm
Partitions in different lengths
Stainless steel frames for dividing panels
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Token machine integrated into a mask
Large digits
Stainless steel buttons with a “touch” function and
changing the LED colors
The number of programs on customer request
Graphics on customer request
Possibility to read coins, tokens, cards or magnetic key
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Self service car wash Tertis
Avant-garde is in front of you! “State of the art” design will satisfy users who appreciate
the aesthetic value.
Allow them to feel differently.
Allow them Tertis!
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Self service car wash Leggera
Light and approachable.Simple yet different design assure standing out
from the crowd.The “heart” of all our designs is supported with cutting
edge technology.
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Self service car wash Martina
Future today. An inspiration which leaves you breathless. High tech in all
senses of the word.
Nothing similar to be found on the market and we are sure your clients
will love it.
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Technology – Model AT
Extraordinary machine for thoughest demands.Largest water softener
and osmosis relative to the number of workplaces with most precise
regulation. Ability to print our current water purity

From three to up to sixteen wash bays
From one up to three container technical rooms
Highest quality components
Oversized components for greater durability
Technological superiority
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Model Carnet - smaller
compact machines
Extraordinary machine for thoughest demands. Largest water softener
and osmosis relative to the number of workplaces with most precise
regulation. Ability to print our current water purity
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Solar heating
& heating pump
Every technological process is
carefully calculated in order to
washing cars require as little water as
possible.
Our customers recognized the installation of
solar water heating and it is fully operational in
the production stage.

Diagnostics & Telemetry
Machine operation displayed through graphic & textual appearance
Graphic and textual machine failure explanations
Separate counters for money, tokens and magnetic key
Remote reading traffic control on home PC or smartphone
Complete data transfer which is readable on machine
Machine status remotely controlled
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Implementation of a heat pump for heating water
during the washing of your vehicle is in the development
stage.
Our detergents are environmentally friendly and as such
confirmed by the Ministry of Health
and the National Institute of Toxicology.
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Masks for container technical room
Dress your superior technology with decorative masks.
We offer two models that can be obtained in all colors.
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Dry Cleaning
Housing completely from stainless steel
Two engines for fluid suction
Pump for spraying washing fluid
Digital token machine for six different coins or tokens
PLC for work management and counters with display
Removable bucket for waste water
Internal partition between the coin and bucket space
Telescopic door opening
Door countersunk 3 cm due to severe forced opening

Dry cleaning

TYRE INFLATING

Unavoidable part of the hygiene of your vehicle is the vehicle interior. With easy
handling you can remove the toughest stains using our device for dry cleaning
seats, door and roof coverings, flooring.
With this device we suggest a fragrance machine which will further refresh interior
after the cleaning.

With or without charge, offers to a customer a useful additional content.
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Vacuum cleaner NET

Vacuum cleaner QUADO
We have developed three completely different designs with the same cutting-edge
technology.
We believe that one of the offered meet your expectations.
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3 KW turbine strength serial on all models
Digital token machine for six different coins or tokens
PLC for time, traffic and work management
Housing completely from stainless steel with increased thickness
(only body has a weight of 57 kg)
Door countersunk 3 cm due to severe forced opening
Telescopic door opening
Easy access for cleaning through you can not reach PLC and token machine area
Superior finishing
Options: covering with construction, cards or magnetic key management
Ability to manage via self-service car wash PLC, and control using internet or
mobile phone
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Vacuum cleaner ROTOS
3 KW turbine strength serial on all models
Digital token machine for six different coins or tokens
PLC for time, traffic and work management
Housing completely from stainless steel with increased thickness
(only body has a weight of 57 kg)
Door countersunk 3 cm due to severe forced opening
Telescopic door opening
Easy access for cleaning through you can not reach PLC and token machine area
Superior finishing
Options: covering with construction, cards or magnetic key management
Ability to manage via self-service car wash PLC, and control using internet or
mobile phone
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Housing completely from stainless steel
Digital token machine for six different coins or tokens
PLC for time, traffic and work management with the
partial and total counter
Spiral or self-tailing hose
Metal dosing pump
Graphics on customer request

COMBO MACHINE

New vacuum cleaner MULTIQE

We decided to offer a combination of two services in one package.
An affordable solution with several options made according to your demands. Tell
us what would be your perfect fit.

A step ahead to please our customers with superb vacuum cleaner and integrated
waste bin.
Easy acces with high theft protection.
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Tyre lubricating, fragrance interior
Superb finish of our stainless steel housings provides the following functions: metal
dosing pump, digital token machine for six different coins or tokens.
Options: covering with construction, cards or magnetic key management.
Ability to manage via self-service car wash PLC, and control using internet or mobile
phone.

Model: MALI
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Carpet holder
Completely from stainless steel

Sink with faucet

Carpet Agitator
Housing completely from stainless steel
Superior appearance
Greater robustness
Tray can be discharged
No sharp edges

Housing completely from stainless steel
Superior appearance
Faucet with “Stop time” function
The tubular heater, 220 V for the winter (frost protection)
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Model: MONO

Model: DUE

Basket with ashtray
Housing completely from stainless steel
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Custom Artwork Design
We offer several Adriateh artwork designs for our products.
Our design team develops custom made solutions exclusively
according to your wishes. We print your already developed ideas.
Adriateh is equipped with State of the Art Printers for outputing large formats with
laminated protection of printed surface
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